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The functional role of Customs includes the demands of the international community to the customs administrations in the twenty-first century and the conventional mission of Customs: «to develop and implement an integrated set of policies and procedures that ensure increased safety and security, as well as effective trade facilitation and revenue collection» [1, p. 5].

That is why risk management was defined as the main philosophy of customs control in the revised Kyoto Convention [2]. D. Widdowson noticed that the Information management focus is one of the main factors of
Compliance Assessment in his Risk-based Compliance Management Pyramid [3, p. 46]. The World customs organization (hereinafter – WCO) is dedicating 2019 to the swift and smooth cross-border movement of goods, people and means of transport, with the slogan «SMART borders for seamless Trade, Travel and Transport.» This imperative provided the reengineering of customs business processes while applying new technologies to «smartly» achieve an interconnected global value chain that fosters economic growth in an inclusive manner. This concept is following the guiding principles for SMART borders, namely: Secure, Measurable, Automated, Risk Management-based and Technology-driven [4]. Three last of them are vital for building innovative customs agency in each country that fits the fast changes of the modern word.

In the European Union the use of customs risk management is established in the Union Customs Code and EU Customs Blueprints. Therefore much attention is paid to customs risk management in the Association Agreement between the European Union and its Member States, and Ukraine. Provisions of Association Agreement chapter 5 ‘Customs and trade facilitation’ set that EU and Ukraine respective trade and customs legislation shall be stable and comprehensive [5].

At the legislative level the use of risk management systems during the selection of customs control forms was defined in 2012 in chapter 52 ‘Risk Management System’ of the current Customs Code of Ukraine [6]. But the history of customs risk management implementation began yet in 2005 from the adoption of conception in this field. In 2007 the Automated Risk Analysis and Management System (ARAMS), has been integrated into the Ukrainian customs database «Inspector» that created an automated approach to choose high risk movements at the border. For this purpose such risk management instruments as risk indicators and profiles, orientation, random selection are used automatically.

Also, Ukrainian customs officers distinguish the fiscal risks and non-fiscal risks (risks of safety) [7]. Fiscal risks are risks, the identification of which are aimed at preventing the minimization of the payment of taxes and fees, customs and other payments in the implementation of foreign economic operations. Non-fiscal (security) risks are the risks, the identification of which are aimed at ensuring the protection of national security, life and health of people, animals, plants, the environment, and the interests of consumers.

O. Komarov [8, p. 39] defines the risk management system as a set of instruments of automated, manual and combined customs controls, based on the principle of selectivity within the scope of customs control required to ensure compliance with customs law.
ARAMS allows creating risk profiles of arbitrary complexity using such innovative approaches as fuzzy logic algorithms and taking into account the positive and negative history of prior customs clearance. That makes it a very flexible instrument for regional customs bodies.

Nowadays the perspective of Ukrainian ARAMS development is the implementing the National Customs Enforcement Network (hereinafter – nCEN) of WCO and the European transit system, the New Computerised Transit System (hereinafter – NCTS) to enhance the effectiveness of national customs risk management.

The nCEN software will enable the State Customs Service of Ukraine to efficiently collect, store, analyze and disseminate law enforcement intelligence at the national level in order to enhance the operational capabilities of the Customs, as well as to improve risk profiling at the strategic, tactical and operational levels. This includes schematising the risks and groups of goods, routes and trading companies that are potentially exposed to the violation of customs rules.

The use of nCEN will facilitate a more active exchange of information between customs authorities at the regional and international levels, enhance cooperation between all sectors of the border. The nCEN consists of three independent databases. The principal database of national seizures and offences comprises data required for analysis, as well as means of conveyance, routes, and the possibility to view photos depicting exceptional concealment methods. Two supplementary databases contain information on suspicious persons, methods of conveyance and business entities of interest to Customs, thereby facilitating a structured investigation process [9].

The NCTS system is a pan-European computerized transit cargo management system. The main goal of the creation of NCTS is the integration of the customs systems of Europe, as well as the almost complete abolition paper workflow for transit traffic between countries [10].

The advantage of NCTS increased efficiency of controlling procedures for transited goods via advance submitted information with further its risk analysis before the arrival of goods, usage of the IT system guarantee system and transit simplifications for reliable companies (authorised consignee, authorised consignor, comprehensive guarantee, etc).

The business community of Ukraine considers that the exchange of information in real-time will resolve the issues of the customs value confirmation, which remains a problematic aspect of the relationship between the business and customs authorities and overcoming corruption at customs [11].

In 2020 the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine adopted final Resolution [12], which approves a number of standard documents and enables the
customs authorities of Ukraine to exchange information with 35 countries in real-time.

Thus implementing this information system in customs control in Ukraine is the main step to simplify customs formalities and to enhance national and international security via customs risk management system filled with more sophisticated data for analysis.
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СТАЖУВАННЯ ДЕРЖАВНИХ СЛУЖБОВЦІВ НА РОБОЧОМУ МІСЦІ ЯК ІНСТРУМЕНТ УПРАВЛІННЯ ТАЛАНТАМИ.
ДОСВІД ДЕРЖАВНОЇ МІГРАЦІЙНОЇ СЛУЖБИ УКРАЇНИ
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Управління талантами – це спроба спрогнозувати, які людські ресурси необхідні для організації та створити умови для їх своєчасного залучення. Сили, які рухають управлінням талантами, мають два глибоких прояви. По-перше, влада перейшла від організацій до персоналу, тобто, тепер у талановитих людей більше суттєвих важелів,